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§ 1.

Introduction

The Levy Brownian motion with multidimensional parameter was
introduced and discussed in his book [1] and it is known as the most
important random field. Many approaches have been made to the investigation of the Levy Brownian motion by H.P. McKean [7], Yu. A.
Rozanov and others, by using various techniques.
We wish to find out the way of dependency of Levy's Brownian
motion X(A) as the time parameter A runs through a certain domain of
the parameter space Rn. The conditional expectation, given the values
of the Brownian motion over a manifold in Rn, serves as one of the
most significant quantity that shows the dependency. We shall, as a
first step, take a one-dimensional manifold, that is a curve C, then
{X(A); Ae C) determines a continuous Gaussian process with a linear
parameter, denoted by X(t), which we are going to discuss in this note.
The well-known theory of the canonical representation of Gaussian
processes, introduced by P. Levy (see, e.g. T. Hida [5]), is now ready to
be applied to the Brownian motion when the parameter A is restricted
to a plane curve C in Rn. In fact, the canonical representation of such
a process plays an essential role in our study. Actually an explicit
form of the conditional expectation E[X(P)/X(A), Ae C] can be given
by using the canonical representation, as is prescribed by Theorem 2
and Theorem 3. With that expression, we can speak how X(P) is related
to X(A) when A runs through the curve C
It deserves to mention that the canonical representation of X(t) is
not only useful for obtaining the conditional expectation, but also it
provides an interesting example of the theory of representation of Gaussian processes.
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§ 2. Canonical representation
This section is devoted to the investigation of the canonical representation of Levy's Brownian motion on a smooth one dimensional
manifold C in Rn. Let us assume in what follows that C is a simple
curve of C3-class being originated from the origin and denote the Brownian
motion on C by X(t), where t is taken as the arc length. We have a
Gaussian process X(t) with X(0) = 0.
Before discussing the canonical representation of X(t) for a general
C, we consider the particular case where C is a circle for which the
process is denoted by X(θ), 0 < θ < 2π. The representation of X(θ) is not
only interesting for itself but also serving as a step to that for general
C.
The covariance function of X(θ) is
(2.1)

Γ(θ, θf) = sin (0/2)(l - cos (0'/2)) + (1 + cos (0/2)) sin (0'/2),

θ > df.

Change the variable θ to t by t = tan (0/4), and multiply by (1 + t2)/2
to have a Gaussian process Y(£). Then the covariance function of Y(t)
is
ϊ(t9 s) = ts2 + s,

(2.2)

t>s.

We are now in search of the canonical representation of Y(t). If it exists,
then the kernel has to be a Goursat kernel of order 2 of the form
(2.3)

G(t, u) - tgι{u) + g2(u)

and the covariance function of Y(t) is given by
(2.4)

r(fi, s) = f (tsgl(u) + (t + s)gί(u)g2(u) + gl(u))du,

ί > s.

Jo

Equations (2.2), (2.4) and the fact

give us Riccati's differential equation
(2.5)

gί(s) + _ — L = g J ( s ) + -v^-j-ftίs) + - 7 = ^ = - 0 .
Vs2 + 1
s2 + 1
Vs2 + 1

A special solution of which is _ j β "^" -, therefore we have t h e solution
s
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(2.6)

(s) =

gl

(2.7)

s Vs2 + 1(1 + s tan" 1 s)

s

which we are looking for.
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It follows that

g2(s) = {V?"+~Ί(1 + s tan" 1 s)}-1

and then a representation of Y(t) is
(2.8)

Y(t) = Γ (tgl(u) + g,{u))dB{u),
Jo

where g^u) and g2(zf) are given by (2.6) and (2.7) respectively.
The kernel function of the above representation satisfies, as is easily
seen, the criterion for a proper canonical representation, given by T. Hida
[5].
By changing back the parameter t to θ, we obtain the canonical
representation of our original Brownian motion:

(2.9)

X(θ) = Π (sin (0/2)(cosec (0'/2) J
V
°l

2

+ cos2 (βl±)h(β')\dB(θ'),
where

This result tells us that X(θ) is a double Markov Gaussian process.
Hence we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. The Brownian motion on a circle is a double Markov
Gaussian process and has the canonical representation given by (2.9).

Remark. There is a double Markov Gaussian process, in the restricted sense, expressed in the form

Z(θ) = \[ {(cosec 072) - M p > h{θ'))
(2.10)
2

- (— tan(0/4) + — sec (θl4))h(θ'))dB(θ')
\2
8
I
>
such that
(2.11)

X(θ) = - 4 A (cos2
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We have
dB(θ) = - ~ r f ( c o s 2

(2.12)
and by noting

\$X{θ')dθ',

Z(θ) = -λβec\θl4)
4

Jo

we can conclude that dB(θ), in the expression (2.9), is obtained as a
function of X(β'\ θ' < θ + δθ.
Since the canonical representation of the Brownian motion on a
circle has been obtained, we can now think of the representation of a
Brownian motion on a curve C, in a class C, where
C = {simple plane curve, C3-manifold}.

(2.13)

The curve C can be expressed in terms of a parameter t, the arc length,
as
C={A(t);0<t<T,

A(0) = 0},

where T may be finite or infinite.
The curvature of the curve C is locally bounded, so we can approximate a part of C (within A(t) and A(t + δt)) by an arc of a circle S
(If the curvature of C is zero at Ait), then S is taken to be a straight
line).

We denote the Brownian motion on the part of the circle S by
and have an evaluation

(2.14)

E[X(t + δt) - Xx(t + δt)]2 = O(δt)\

So we have
(2.15)

dXit) = dX.it) + ctξtidt)k;

k>3/2,

where ct is bounded in t and ξt is a standard Gaussian random variable,
and hence it can be seen that the stochastic integral

fiiήdXiu)

is well

defined for any continuous function f and that the multiplicity of X(ί) is
one.
It is known that the conditional expectation E[dXit)/Xis), s <t] can
be expressed as a stochastic integral with respect to dXiu) and dXit) itself
is a sum
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dX(t) = Wt + dt ['git, u)dX(u),
J

where Wt is independent of {X(u); u < t}. From (2.15), one can see that
Wt is of order v'dt, and hence we may write
(2.16)

dX(t) = dB(t) + dt P g(t, u)dX(u) + o(dt)
Jo
(see P. Levy [2]). The kernel function g(t, u) can be determined by the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION. The function g(t, u), satisfying (2.16), is the solution of
the Fredholm integral equation

(2.17)

ΐt(s) = P gt(μ)T(s, u)du - gt(s),
Jo

in which gt(u) and ϊt(s) denote g(t, u) and 7(t, s) respectively for fixed t
and T(s, u) is a symmetric continuous kernel, determined by
(2.18)

^

duds

where Γ(u, s) is the coυariance of X(u) and X(s) and where δ is the delta
function.
The main part of the proof is to establish (2.18) which actually
comes from
(2.19)

Γ(u, s) = 1(^(0, u) + p(09 s) - p{u, s)),

p(u, s) being the distance between A(u) and A(s), and from
(2.20)

μ(s + h9s) = \h\ + o(h),

which shows that p(u, s) has a singularity at u = 5.
From (2.16) we obtain, by the iterative substitution, the equation
dX(t) = dB(t) + dt P g(t, u)dB(u)
Jo

(2.21)

+

dt

J0

d B

^ )

ft

+ dt
•••

^(t,

Ui)g(ul9 u)

rt

dB(u)
Jθ

+

du
u

ΓUX

du,g(t, Uj)
J u

J u

du2g(uu u)g(uu u2)
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and then the representation of X(τ) is obtained as
(2.22)

X(τ) - Γ F(τ, u)dB(u)
Jo

with
(2.23)

F(τ, u) = 1 + Γ g(t, u)dt + Γ dt P du,g{t, uλ)g(uu u)
Ju

Ju

+ \ dt\
J u

J u

Ju

duxg(t, Mj)

J u

du2g(uϊ9 u)g(ul9 u2) +

,

satisfying |F(r, w)| < exp(k(τ — u)), where k is the bound of g(t, u) and
F(τ, -) G L2 for every τ. This kernel -F is proper canonical, as is easily
seen from (2.16) and (2.22).
Summing up, the following theorem is obtained.
2. The Brownian motion on a simple plane curve of C3class has the canonical representation and the kernel of which is given
THEOREM

by (2.23).

§ 3. Conditional expectation
In this section, we discuss the conditional expectation of the Levy
Brownian motion to show the way of its dependency. When the Brownian
motion on a curve is given, one may ask if the conditional expectation
could be expressed in the following form:
(3.1)

E[X(P)IX(A),

A e C] = f

f(P,

A)X(A)dA,

J Aec

in which P is a point which does not lie on a given curve C and dA
is a line element of C
In general, the conditional expectation may not be expressed in
the form (3.1) by using an ordinary function /. Here are some illustrative
examples (see, in particular, examples l(b), l(c)).
l(a). Let us assume that the Brownian motion on the
entire line is given and P be a point which is not on the line. If \OP\
= t and the inclination of OP from the given line is θ,
EXAMPLE

(3.2)

+

E[X(P)IX(x), - oo < χ< oo X(θ) = 0] = f~ f(P, x)X(x)dx
J — °°

such that
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(3.3)
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2P(x, t, βγ '

where
p(x9 t, θ) = Or + t2 - 2\x\ t cos θ)ι/2.

(3.4)

(This notation p will be often used in what follows.)
If the whole line is replaced by the entire half line, the kernel
function f(P, x) does not change. However, if we take a line segment,
the kernel function would involve the delta functions sitting at the
boundary points (different from the origin).
EXAMPLE l(b). Suppose the Brownian motion on a finite interval
[a, b] is given. To fix the idea, we assume that 0 < a < b. Then we
obtain

(3.5)

f(P, x) = - - ^ j * + aδa(x) + βδb(x),

where
([

^ ~~ Ύa\

^ ~ a c o s @\
p(a,t,θ) Γ

^ -~ ^ c o s

ββ
1 (Λ
~~

When the Brownian motion is given on Jn
I. z=z [au &J being disjoint intervals with 0 < at < bu then
EXAMPLE 1(C).

(3.6)

E[X(P)IX(x); x e Jn] = ± Γ

-cfβr^X{x)dx

where

1

R -

(n(a

f β) _

2(α<+1 — o j \

- ^

S(βι + » Kt,θ)\.

^(δi, ί, 61)

.

__

1

/

R „ ! / - , _ ft, -^COS^ \
Λ

2V

1

p(bn,t9θ)1'

in which fe0 = 0 and g(a, b, t, θ) = £2 — (α + 6)ί cos # + αδ.
EXAMPLE 2. A special interest may be found in the case where C
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is a circle.

The conditional expectation of X(P), P being an interior

point of C, can be expressed in the form (3.1):
(3.7)

E[X(P)IX(Θ); 0 < θ < 2π, X(0) - 0] - Γ / ( P , θ)X(θ)dθ,
Jo

where

In the above expression, E is the elliptic function t is the radius of C,
x == |MP| and β = OMP, where M is the centre of C and O is the point
on the circle for θ — 0.
By using (2.9), the conditional expectation can be expressed, as is
expected, in the form
(3.9)

E[X(P)IX(Θ); 0 < θ < 2ττ, X(0) = 0] = Γgc(P,

θ)dB{θ),

Jo

where
(3.10)

gc(P, θ) = Ff(P, ά)F(a, θ)da .
J^

Also for an exterior point, we can obtain the kernel functions for
the conditional expectations (3.7) and (3.9). They are similar to those
for an interior point.
Remark.

If we take a circle-segment instead of a circle, the kernel

function for the conditional expectation involves the delta functions at
the boundary points.

It also holds for a general curve with boundary

points.
The conditional expectation of X(P), given the Brownian motion
X(A) on a given curve C, is a linear functional of X(A)'s, but the kernel
function f(P, A) in (3.1) may not be a usual function as we have seen
so far.

While, if we use dB(t), appeared in the canonical representation

of X(t), the conditional expectation can always be expressed as the Wiener
integral, the kernel function of which is an L2-function. The conditional
expectation with that expression is obtained by the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.

There exists a kernel function gc(P, s) such that the

conditional expectation of a Brownian motion at a point P, which is not
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on C, is expressed in the form
(3.11)

E[X(P)/X(s); 0 < s < T] = Γ gc(P,

s)dB(s),

Jo

where B(s) is the Brownian motion obtained in Theorem 2.
function gc is obtained as
(3.12)

gc(P, τ) = ((/ -

The kernel

S)^

where I is the identity operator and g is the integral operator defined by
the function obtained from the proposition in Section 2.
Proof. Since the conditional expectation should be a linear functional
of B(s); s < T, it can be expressed in the form (3.11). We can find gc
from the results obtained in Section 2.
According to the property of conditional expectation, we have
E[X(P)X(τ)] = \gc(P, s)E[X(τ)dB(s)],

0 < r < 2\

Jo
and then equation (2.22) gives us,
E[X(P)X(τ)] = [gc(P, s)F(τ, s)ds .
Jo

Denoting E[X(P)X(τ)] and gc(P, s) by φP(τ) and gP(s)
above equation becomes

respectively, the

φP(τ) = ί

Jo

Since the kernel F is canonical, which means that F is viewed as a
causally invertible operator, we obtain
(3.13)

gc(P, τ) - F-V^τ)

from which the assertion (3.12) follows by using (2.22) and (2.23).
Before closing this paper, we would like to make a concluding remark.
As we can see in (3.11), the kernel function gc(P, s) of the conditional
expectation may be viewed as a functional of the curve C. We expect
that the functional will tell us a kind of dependency of the Levy Brownian motion. We are therefore interested in the variation of gc when C
changes, but not yet in a position to discuss it. However, Example 2
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gives us an aspect of this question.

The kernel function is a sum of

x

two functions pc and f% such that f c is the part proportional to ρ~3 while
fc is expressed in terms of the elliptic function, independent of β and θ.
They vary as the circle C rotates around the origin O.

Hence, there

arises a variational question which will be discussed in a separate paper.
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